## Performance Level Descriptors

### Students achieving Accomplished Performance can
- Draw a conclusion when a probability scenario is changed
- Determine a statement describing the numerical relationship in a table of paired numbers
- Compare two pieces of data shown on a bar graph
- Draw conclusions about budgeting money

### Students achieving Satisfactory Performance can
- Determine multiple outcomes when combinations of data are possible
- Identify an array model that corresponds to multiplication facts
- Determine the unit rate between two similar real-life situations
- Recognize lists of numbers that represent a division pattern
- Connect a three-dimensional real-life object to a corresponding two-dimensional figure
- Identify the results represented by a bar on a bar graph
- Recognize ways to increase or decrease income

### Students achieving Developing Performance can
- Identify a possible outcome of a probability scenario
- Recognize a model for an addition problem
- Locate a table that shows a pattern
- Identify a person receiving income